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If there is a place in Copenhagen to be considered as a living
showcase of the vivid and dynamic relations between Italy and
Denmark, I am confident one could say that this is the Residence
of the Italian Ambassador in Copenhagen. The Residence’s
palace was designed in the 18th Century by the famous Danish
architect Nicolai Eigtved and turned into a prestigious family
mansion neo- Rococo and Liberty in the early 20th century by
Emil Glückstadt. This beautiful building has been property of
the Italian State since 1924. It displays astonishing art pieces
such as antique Venetian mirrors and Baroque canvasses from
the Capodimonte Museum’s collection in Naples. It is a unique
architectural jewel and in the last decades it has preserved a
superb combination of classic Danish and Italian Décor. It should
be considered part of both Danish and Italian cultural heritage.
The exhibition TERRITORIES features a new generation
of photographers and artists who are exploring the world,
travelling along global routes and looking at the complexity of
the present with a different eye. I am pleased to welcome three
talented young Italian photographers in this special location
within an exhibition already part of a renowned event such as
the Copenhagen Photo Festival 2016.
These photographers show us different approaches to the
medium. They communicate through different artistic
languages and styles. However, their practice dialogues with
both past and contemporaneity. I am happy to welcome you to
the exhibition TERRITORIES.
Stefano Queirolo Palmas,
Italian Ambassador to Denmark

Silvio Zangarini, Vatican Museums

a n i n t ro d u c t i o n
Art exhibitions have the aspiration to be sites where questions
contingent to contemporary society are explored. Their aim is
to push visual and intellectual limits and produce new forms
of sensorial knowledge. Though, every time audiences look at
an art piece or something someone else defines it as such, they
are always confronted by questions that intervene. They ask, for
example, what the point of that art is. Is it to entertain, amuse,
divert, confuse, defuse, edify, mystify, beautify, tickle the
sensibilities or alienate, if not even shock or terrorize? All art
has a political, or more accurately, an ideological existence, and
art exhibitions bring this ideological and political statements to
the surface.
TERRITORIES is a show that features photographers whose
artistic practice is driven by identity search – either on
individual or collective levels. Their photographs present
highly calibrated and constructed scenes and are exemplar of a
precise technique, but ooze a sort of uneasiness which seems to
be caused by the absence of something that is not found.
This something is identity.
The title of the exhibition, TERRITORIES, is inspired by
Carlotta Marangone’s homonymous photographic series,
which she started in 2012. I was trigged by her definition of a
‘territory’, which she describes as a beloved place which feels
like ‘home’ and that is remembered either because it was once
visited or one actually lived there once. As a notion, ‘home’
does not simply entail warm, comfortable feelings, but actually
comprises a certain uneasiness. Home is the territory one leaves
to know more about the self, the others and the world around
him/her. It is the physical and mental space from which one
moves forward. I consider a territory a physical or intellectual
site that calls for other searches.
The exhibition, TERRITORIES, explores the construct of
identity through relationships between self and place. The four
thematic sections in which the exhibition display is divided,

The Home, The Self, The Other and The Communal, are real
and metaphorical spaces in which people create identity. These
spaces are all around us and are where dynamic explorations of
identity and personal journeys take place. Staged in an unusual
location such as the residency of the Italian Ambassador in
Copenhagen in Fredericiade, which is both a private residency
and a public space, and using photographs from the personal
collections of the artists, the visitors are invited to reflect on
their relationship with each of the four spaces represented
within the exhibition.
The visitor can also see the exhibition itself as a territory where
notions such as art and aesthetics are created and where uneasy
questions are explored from various perspectives. I wish the
visitor will venture through the exhibition keeping in mind
these premises and going beyond the common idea that a
territory is and should be a physical space.
It is not necessary to understand a work of art, but to be
intrigued and triggered by it. We have the greatest opportunity
to use art to explore the grey zones of human life. We should
not waste this chance.
Irene Campolmi, Curator

a no t e fo r y o u r v i s i t
The first section The Home is displayed along the staircase of
the residency and features Carlotta Marangone’s photos from
the series Mountainsbeyondmountains. The photographs on
display are part of a research project in which she took frontal
views of houses with a mathematic precision, deleting windows
and doors through digital manipulation. This way the houses
come to look like industrial buildings and do not show any
domestic feature but rather appear to be quite cold, industrial
buildings holding no memories. The visual tempo articulated
by the succession of architectures creates a modularity that
instructs Carlotta’s artistic search and identity quest.
The following section The Self presents the series Daniela,
Portrait of My Mother by photographer Niko Giovanni
Coniglio. By taking pictures of his mother during the years
he was learning how to use the camera Niko has pursued a
collaborative artistic research together with his mother. By
using photography as an excuse to spend some time with her
and share together those moments they could not have together
when he was a child, Niko has used the camera to know more
about his mum and her story. At the same time, he reconstructs
through the medium those missing memories of his past.
Daniela becomes the character of staged situations in which
she no longer play the role of the mother, but that of family
memories’ storyteller.
The third section The Communal is located in the majestic ball
room, and presents some pieces from Silvio Zangarini’s series
Deserti di Pietra (Stone Deserts, 2009-2013) and Vertical Shifts
(2010-2015). In these photographs, Silvio portrays renowned
Italian public squares such as the one in front of the Pantheon in
Rome and staircases of Italian Renaissance or Rococo palaces
from unexpected perspectives. He modifies these views through
anamorphic deformations
twisting and doubling images in order to reveal unexpected
glimpses. In his photos, well-known public spaces cease bearing
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their distinctive features and become almost unfamiliar. In the
past, public squares and palaces were symbol of people and
nations’ collective identity, but in this scenario these squares
and palaces are almost foreign and deconstruct rather than
reinforce collective identity. In the same room, another series
called Eutopia constitutes the fourth section of the exhibition:
The Other. It features two 3-D in relief photographic puzzles
inspired by the notion of the ‘deconstruction’ of the self as
explored by Italian writer Luigi Pirandello. The title of the
series Eutopia comes from Ancient Greek (eu- good; tóposplace) and refers to Zangarini’s search of the other’s identity,
where the ‘other’ is not seen as a stranger but as a ‘good place’
to live in and to be explored.

Niko Giovanni Coniglio, Daniela, Portrait of my Mother
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N I K O G I O VA N N I C O N I G L I O
I approached photography as an artistic practice by
taking portraits of my mother. I wanted to learn how
to use the camera, and I used it as an excuse to spend
some time with her. She became ‘my’ subject, and
the more I explored her story and got to know her
personality, the more I could understand something
more about myself and my story. The camera
became the medium though which not only could
I communicate with my mother, but she could also
communicate with me.
The project Daniela, portrait of my mother is not just
a series of pictures featuring my mother as subject.
It is a diary, a map, a photographic album through
which I collect pictures of her in different contexts,
moments and situations that sometimes are real and
part of our daily life, while others are staged like a
performance. These pictures tell something about me,
my family and our story. Some photos seem totally
surreal, and I want them to look like that as I once
read in my mother’s diary a sentence that became
the core of my artistic investigation. She wrote that
while I was a kid, her soul was completely broken
and she had to “live away from reality”. Through
my photos, I try to represent the distance she took
from me and the ‘conventional’ world, and through
this process, I have over the course of time gotten to
know more about who I am.
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S I LV I O Z A N G A R I N I
I am frequently asked if one could consider
photography an objective media. I don’t think so.
When I handle the camera, I see reality from unusual
perspectives. Reality is complex, and artworks
portray this complexity. Italian philosopher Luigi
Pareyson used to say that the work of art is an infinite
contained within finiteness, which has multiple
aspects, each of these are not just fragments but parts
that contain the DNA - the totality- of the work.
Throughout my practice, I investigate all possible
ways to represent or filter the fluid, multi-faced
reality I see. I search ambiguity, exploring through
my artistic practice unusual views of territories
I choose as subjects, whether these are public
spaces such as squares, buildings or architecture,
or private spaces like interiors, palace staircases
or metaphorical ‘places’ such as the human face,
with all its enigmatic aspects. These physical and
metaphorical spaces are, to me, characterized by
ambiguity. I am fascinated by it and I see these
limitless territories as the spaces where individual
and collective identity is constructed.

Palazzo d’Azeglio, Torino 2015
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C A R L OT TA M A R A N G O N E
The core of my visual research embodies physical
and social perception, contemplation, and mystery
the way I see them in all that surround me.
I was born in the countryside in the North-East of
Italy but I then moved in cosmopolitan cities like
Copenhagen and London. My artistic research is
naturally driven by a deep interest in nature and
rural locations, as well as for urban contexts. I have
a tendency to find in these contexts a modularity,
and I try to reproduce it both when I take a picture,
and when I manipulate its content through digital
technology. I wonder how I can render the sound I
perceive in the modularity of these buildings. I ask
myself how I perceive the space I photograph and the
social relationships entangled in it. I consider these
buildings as if they were entities. I question notions
such as boundary, gap and limit and I work to find
out new visual definitions for these concepts.
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THA NKS TO
This exhibition could only be realized with the generous
support of the Italian Embassy in Copenhagen and the Italian
Institute of Italian Culture in Hellerup. They believed in this
project since the beginning and kindly offerred to host this
show in a magnificent venue such as the residency of the Italian
Ambassador in Fredericiade 1. Thanks to the Italian restaurant
FAMO, Caffé RIVER and the Wine Coktail Bar SALOTTO
42, our main sponsors. Heartfelt thanks to Fabio Ruggirello,
Irene Vitali and the Italian Embassy’s staff, the volunteers and
assistants who worked for the exhibition such as Silvia Padula,
Giulia Cassinari, Stefania Luisa Podaru, Stefano Roncoroni,
Giulia Errico, Eleonora Cogo and Anna Franzini.
Thanks to Trekronen typography for the collaboration in the
print of the catalogue.
This exhibition was made with few resources but lots of passion
and a great collaborative spirit. I want to thank the artists
Carlotta Marangone, Silvio Zangarini and Niko Giovanni
Coniglio for the wonderful help given in the preparation of this
show and the inspiring conversations we shared together over
the past months. Thanks to friends, family and colleagues who
supported us in all kinds of ways and believed in this project.
Irene Campolmi, Curator

bi o & c o n t a c t s
Niko Giovanni Coniglio, photographer
Born in Poggibonsi, Tuscany (1987) where he still lives and
works as freelance photographer for Jazzit and Montblanc
Italy. He exhibited at Lishui Photography Festival 2015
(China), SCOPE Art Fair (Miami) and Revolution Summer
Festival 2016.
contact: info@nikoconiglio.com

Silvio Zangarini, photographer
Born in Turin in 1981, lives and works in the Netherlands
where he is represented by Eduard Planting Gallery,
Amsterdam. He recently had a solo show at the Grachtenhuis
Museum (Amsterdam) and was invited in collective shows in
Turin, Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Utrecht.
contact: silvio@silviozangarini.com

Carlotta Marangone, photographer
Born in Udine in 1987, lives and works between London and
Copenhagen as a freelance interior photographer.
She’s currently working on a soundscape/photographic project.
contact: carlottarosa.marangone@gmail.com

Irene Campolmi, independent curator
PhD Fellow at Aarhus University and Louisiana Museum of
Modern Art since 2013, she is associated researcher to the
Max-Planck- Research Group “Objects in the Contact Zone”
and to Kunsthal Aarhus. Currently she is concluding her PhD
thesis and working on exhibition and research projects as
independent curator.
contact: campolmi.irene@gmail.com

p la n y o u r v i s i t
Being a private residence, it is recommended to register before
your visit by sending an email with your name
to the following address:
copenaghen.rsvp@esteri.it
or calling the number:
+45 3947 4004
The exhibition is open from June 4th to June 30th with the
following opening hours:
Thursday 14-18
Friday Saturday and Sunday: 12-16
c/o Italian Ambassador’s Residency
Fredericiagade 2, 1310 Copenhagen K
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